
Television Program Signs New Contracts
SiriusXM Radio and Voice of America Carry Full Episodes

WASHINGTON, DC, USA, April 10, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Llewellyn King, creator and executive
producer of "White House Chronicle," announced that both SiriusXM Radio and Voice of America

...we have evolved into a
program that looks at the
impact of things other than
politics on the future.”
Linda Gasparello, co-host and

producer of White House
Chronicle

have renewed their contracts to carry the program. The
weekly news and public affairs program "reaches a worldwide
audience through these outlets," King said.

The audio from the half-hour program air four times every
week on SiriusXM's P.O.T.U.S. (Politics of the United States),
Channel 124, throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
an the Caribbean, King said. VOA airs the program on
television and radio in English -- and sometimes in translation
-- wherever it is broadcast.

In the United States,"White House Chronicle" is carried by leading PBS stations, including WHUT and
WETA in Washington, D.C., and WSBE in Southern New England. It is carried by the AMGTV network
on hundreds of commercial stations. 

The program is widely carried by public, educational and government (PEG) cable stations, King said.
"Some of these stations run an episode many times a week," he said.

"The television landscape has changed since the program first went on the air 20 years ago, and we
have changed with it," said Linda Gasparello, co-host and producer of the program.

"When it was quite rare to see print journalists on television, we emphasized panels of journalists.
Now that cable channels have little more than panels of journalists, we have evolved into a program
that looks at the impact of things other than politics on the future." she said.

"For example, we have done pioneering broadcasts on the future of work; innovations in energy; the
impacts of new materials, like graphene; and the deterioration of the oceans; and the geostrategies of
Russia and China," she said.

The program also has kept an eye on social change -- particularly, how minorities are affected by
technologically-driven changes.

"We are a policy influence in Washington because of our unique positioning on Sunday morning,
where we lead the Sunday morning talk shows at 9 a.m.," King said. 

"Our subject is how we live and how the White House impacts that," he said.
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